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We thank the Reviewer for his/her valuable comments. Please see below our answers
to the reviewers. Various ways of improvement of the manuscript will be suggested
based on these answers in order to adjust the manuscript in the way it was envisioned.
Response to the Reviewer #1:
The authors propose a novel approach to estimate ïňĆuxes exchanged between the
surface and the atmosphere in nocturnal conditions. The method is based on a socalled Â0 n virtual chamber approach ÂËŹz, which consists basically to estimate the
storage term every ïňAve
˛ minutes and to infer its value in the absence of advection and
turbulence. Under such conditions, it is supposed to equal the ïňĆux. As estimating
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ïňĆuxes during nocturnal conditions remains a big challenge, there is a clear need for
new approaches. The one proposed here has the advantage to not require additional
measurements as those already provided by current ïňĆux towers. Only a recalculation
of tracer concentrations and wind velocity means and variances on a ïňAve
˛ minute
basis is required. It could thus be implemented at many different sites on existing data
sets.
1. However, I see two big weaknesses in the approach, which let me think that it is not
yet mature and that a strong reappraisal of the method is needed. First, if I understand
well, the method relies on the hypothesis that vertical gas concentration proïňAles
˛ are
ïňĆat (in the closed chamber option, Eq. 7), or linear (in the vented chamber option,
Eq. 8). This is not realistic, vertical concentration gradients are generally much higher
close to the surface than upward (see, for instance, proïňAles
˛ in Aubinet et al., 2005).
This suggests that the method cannot be applied as it is in forests (where the problem
of night ïňĆux estimate is the most critical) and is also probably questionable over
shorter vegetation. Replacing a single point concentration by a proïňAle
˛ measurement
could certainly improve the method (Nicolini et al., 2018).
It’s important to recognize that estimating emission rates of trace gases at night and
from areas of limited size is a big challenge. There is therefore no argument about the
claim that the methodology proposed is immature. However, it’s an important first step
as it allows us to address the surface exhalation question in conditions of stable stratification (such as over land at night and often over inland water bodies in daytime). We
do not expect that our proposals will be widely accepted without independent examination of them. We are trying to initiate such external examination of what we suggest.
A lot of thought and field work will be needed to clarify the circumstances under which
the approach might work. It is clear that measurements at many heights would allow
the matter to be clarified, and would permit the basic approach to be applied without
assumptions regarding the average gradient within the layer of accumulation of emissions. This matter will be addressed in the revised manuscript in order to clarify under
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which conditions the approach could work best.
Indeed, we have added the following text to the manuscript:
It is thought that the methodologies presented here will be found most useful in extraction of meaningful soil flux estimates in continuing strongly stable conditions, such as
are often encountered over land at night and over inland lakes in daytime.
The assumptions made about the gradient in the layer of accumulation are based
on theoretical expectations on the one hand (a linear decrease of concentration with
height) and the closed-chamber approach on the other. There is no necessity to assume that either assumption replicates reality for any single time period, but rather
that ensemble averages would yield behaviors close to one of these, or be bounded
between them. Once again, we look for additional input on this matter.
2. Secondly, the method is not validated. The authors present ïňĆux estimates based
on three measurement campaigns but they recognize that their method clearly under
estimates the ïňĆuxes in the third campaign, due to a too low data acquisition frequency, and that the values they propose in the two ïňArst
˛ campaigns are only orders
of magnitude. I think that a better validation could be provided by comparing their estimates with eddy covariance ïňĆux estimates captured during turbulent nights at the
same site.
We acknowledge that the three field experiments that are discussed are certainly not
the best tests of the virtual chamber hypothesis. However, it must be recognized that
verification of the virtual chamber results will be difficult. The three datasets considered
so far yielded results within the range of available field data. These findings need to be
considered as a starting point.
Eddy covariance (and other micrometeorological methods) are largely inappropriate
as sources of relevant verification material since such methods are limited by fetch
constraints. They require sensors to be operated at heights typically many meters
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above the top of the crop in question, and at night the corresponding footprint distance
will be many hundred times this effective height. Relating eddy covariance results
obtained above a given surface to that surface necessarily invokes the familiar criteria
regarding fetch and time stationarity, neither of which is a highly relevant concern in the
present virtual chamber context.
3. In addition, I’m surprised by the numbers they propose: at the Ohio site, their
approach provides a ïňĆux estimate of 1-2 µgm-2s-1 which is 15-30 times lower than
the average respiration rates observed at Fluxnet sites (Baldocchi et al., 2018). This is
not totally impossible but appears in contradiction with another publication by the same
team: O’Dell et al (2015) indeed reported that, at the same site, one plot emitted 146
g CO2 m-2 on 104 days, which would correspond to an average of 16 µgm-2s-1. At
the Zimbabwe site, the authors obtained an average of about 20 µgm-2s-1 , which is
a rather realistic order of magnitude ; however, here again, the same team (O’Dell et
al, 2018) reported at this site emissions of 197 and 235 g m-2 over 139 days, which
corresponds to a three times higher average. It is clear that these values could not be
compared directly as they are not taken at the same time scale. However, in view of the
differences in the orders of magnitude, no indication is given that the virtual chamber
approach provides reasonable ïňĆux estimates but I’m rather pushed to think that it
underestimates the ïňĆuxes, which would be logical if vertical concentration gradients
are not taken into account. A more detailed validation and, possibly, reïňAnements
˛
of
the method are thus needed, which seems possible in view of the available datasets
from the Fluxnet or the ICOS networks.
The apparent incompatibility of the present CO2 results with estimates based on the
application of conventional Bowen ratio energy balance (BREB) methodology (as by
O’Dell et al., 2015 and 2018) is not surprising, since the latter assume that the measurements of gradients made above the surface of interest are indeed representative
of the surface itself. A statistical method to avoid the problems that then arise (the Augmented Bowen Ratio Analysis, ABRA, q.v. Hicks et al., 2020) is now in development.
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In due course, the results of the ABRA approach will yield a better basis for consideration of the present virtual chamber method. In the meantime, we are satisfied that the
estimates presently derived are in line with expectations once allowance is made for
the effects of soil temperature on CO2 emissions from soil. Note that the Zimbabwe
dataset gives almost an order of magnitude higher CO2 effluxes, more in line with
values reported from FLUXNET. We agree, however, that additional and independent
verifications are needed.
It is our suspicion that centuries of farming of the Ohio soils might have depleted them
of carbon to the point that effluxes are now much lower. The questions arising should
be answerable when a complete annual cycle of relevant data becomes available.
The relevance of FLUXNET data is also questionable. We know of no dataset that
includes measurements of CO2 concentration near the ground with 5-minute or 10minute time resolution.
To clarify this matter, we have added the following text to the manuscript
In the lack of major upwind surface irregularities, these occurrences were attributed
to the gravity wave phenomenon considered in detail by Blackadar (1957), but many
alternative mechanisms appear possible (Mahrt et al., 2020). The key point of the
Zimbabwe finding was that the site in question is at an altitude of more than 1400 m
asl, and the occurrence of the CO2 build-up and nocturnal intermittency is a revealing
indication of the ubiquity of the phenomenon.
We have also revised the following text in the manuscript
The methodology presented here diverges substantially from familiar micrometeorological strategies. First, it is focused on the ground itself (or the vegetation above it),
and does not rely on the assumption that measurements made above the ground are
indicative of the local surface. Second, the reliance on statistical methods to drive the
analysis towards situations in which the prevailing stability is high but the wind speed is
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zero reduces (if not eliminates) the conventional requirement regarding large fetches.
Third, the method requires measurement with a time resolution such that intermittent
bursts of turbulence can be identified and eliminated.
We have also added the following text to the manuscript
Hence, the small differences found in the studies are encouraging, although requiring additional research. A major outcome of the examination of available field data
presented here is that the CO2 effluxes from the Ohio site (in November, as winter
approached) were an order of magnitude less than the estimates derived in Zimbabwe
(also in November, but approaching the warmest part of the year). Attributing this difference to the effect of soil temperature is appealing, but there are many other factors
that remain to be explored.
4. I have also a remark concerning the statistical treatment: partial correlation coefïňA˛
cients are computed and their time course is presented in the results but there is no
mention on how they are taken into account in the study. Are they used as quality criteria? If yes, which thresholds are considered? Moreover, how do the authors justify the
choice of these speciïňAc
˛ criteria (in place, for example of the standard error of ax and
ay coefïňAcients,
˛
which would provide a direct estimate on the ïňĆux uncertainty)?
We suspect that the reviewer is referring to the plots of Figures 4 and 7. These are
not plots of partial correlation coefficients but of the quantity R1.232 derived from consideration of the various contributing variances and covariances. They are not used
as a quality criterion. Moreover, it is the average daily cycles that are the final answer
desired. We do not consider the time evolution in any other way than in showing the
record of measured concentrations (Figures 3 and 6). The analysis does indeed yield
estimates of the statistical errors on the fluxes computed. It was a conscious decision
not to show these because the diagrams are already complicated.
The partial correlation coefficients are not used in any way other than as steps towards
quantification of the most likely emission rate. The whole purpose of our statistical
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treatment is to extract information from imperfect time series.
5. I have no speciïňAc
˛ comments on the paper structure and writing, which are both
good. Just one remark concerning ïňAgure
˛
1b: I suppose that the black line represents
the CO2 concentration evolution with height and not its gradient as indicated on the line
(the gradient is the slope of the line). This should be clariïňAed.
˛
We totally agree with the Referee that the black line in Figure 1b represents the concentration evolution of various gases (not only CO2) with height and not its gradient.
Because in the open chamber approximation the depth of the affected layer increases
with time but maintaining a constant gradient in the air. The figure 1b was corrected
and clarified in the revised manuscript.
We revised the Figure 1 in order to explain the basis for this particular analysis better.
We have also added the following text in the manuscript
The model presented in Fig. 1 (a) is considered here to represent an extreme circumstance controlling the statistics that follow – a closed chamber. A second extreme is
illustrated in Fig. 1 (b), intended to represent an open chamber. In this case, the depth
of the affected layer increases with time, according to the flux from the surface, but
maintaining a constant gradient in the air. If the surface emission rate Fc is constant,
then the total accumulation in the growing layer (δm) will increase as the product δz·δC.
Since the change in height δz is proportional to δC (a linear dependence of C on z is
assumed) and the efflux rate Fc is assumed constant, the increase of the mass of the
constituent C must be proportional to (δC)2. In the closed chamber approximation, the
change δm is proportional to δC, because the volume being filled is constant.
Please also note the supplement to this comment:
https://www.biogeosciences-discuss.net/bg-2019-393/bg-2019-393-AC1supplement.pdf
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Figure 1. Schematic illustrations of the concepts now being explored. The x-type
chamber simulation is represented to the left, leading to an approximation that the efflux
at the surface can be derived from measurements of the rate of change of concentration
with time. An alternative y-type extreme is represented to the right, in which the depth of
the layer of relevance is allowed to grow while maintaining the same concentration
gradient. The height of measurement of σw is indicated as za.

Fig. 1.
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